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SMART SERIES – RACK COOLING UNIT
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air

VISIONTEC PRODUCTS & PARTS
Warranty

Parts or Equipment supplied by VISIONTEC for installation and delivery
within Malaysia or for Export that is properly commissioned in accordance with
VISIONTEC standards and specification, carry a 12 month warranty on non
consumable Parts only from the date of commissioning unless otherwise stated
elsewhere.

Warranty is only valid
in the event that

In the period between delivery and commissioning the equipment: the unit is
properly protected & serviced as per the VISIONTEC installation &
maintenance manual provided where applicable glycol content is maintained to
the correct level.
In the event of a problem being reported and once warranty is confirmed as
valid under the given installation and operating conditions, the Company will
provide the appropriate warranty coverage (as detailed above) attributable to the
rectification of any affected VISIONTEC equipment supplied (excluding costs
for any specialist access or lifting equipment that must be ordered by the
customer).
Any spare part supplied by PA Vision Sdn Bhd under warranty shall be
warranted for the unexpired period of the warranty or 3 months from delivery,
whichever period is the longer.
Warranty cover is not a substitute for maintenance. Warranty cover is
conditional to maintenance being carried out in accordance with the
recommendations provided during the warranty period. Failure to
have the maintenance procedures carried out will invalidate the
warranty and any liabilities by PA Vision Sdn Bhd.

Training

As well as our comprehensive range of products, PA Vision Sdn Bhd offers a
modular range of Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Training courses, for
further information please contact PA Vision Sdn Bhd.

Legal Notices

PA Vision Sdn Bhd endeavors to ensure that the information in this document is
correct and fairly stated, but none of the statements are to be relied upon as a
statement or representation of fact. PA Vision Sdn Bhd does not accept liability
for any error or omission or for any reliance placed on the information
contained in this document.
The development of VISIONTEC products and services is continuous and the
information in this document may not be up to date. It is important to check the
current position with PA Vision Sdn Bhd at the address stated. This document is
not part of a contract or license unless expressly agreed.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled Installation Introductions

Health and Safety
1.

The information contained in this manual is critical to the correct operation and maintenance
of the unit and should be read by all persons responsible for the installation, commissioning
and maintenance of this Visiontec Precision Air Conditioning unit.

2.

The equipment has been designed and manufactured to meet international safety standards
but, like any mechanical/electrical equipment, care must be taken if you are to obtain the best
results.
Installation, service and maintenance of VISIONTEC equipment should only be
carried out by technically trained competent personnel
When working with any air conditioning units ensure that the electrical isolator
is switched off prior to servicing or repair work and that there is no power to any
part of the equipment.
Also ensure that there are no other power feeds to the unit such as fire alarm circuits, BMS
circuits etc.
Electrical installation commissioning and maintenance work on this equipment should be
undertaken by competent and trained personnel in accordance with local relevant
standards and codes of practice.

3.

All DX units use high pressure refrigerant, it requires careful attention to proper storage and
handling procedures. Refrigerant must only be charged in the liquid state and must be stored
in a clean, dry area away from sunlight. The refrigerant must never be stored above 50°C.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Introduction
1. N+1 EC Fan Redundancy
The backward curved centrifugal fans with EC motors mounted with inlet ring to
ensure optimum efficiency. The fan speed is variable and automatically regulated
by microprocessor based controller through all modes of operation. The option for
N+1 redundancy runs the unit at 75% air flow under normal conditions. If a fan fails
the remaining healthy fans speed up to 100% achieving the full design air flow
Each fan has dedicated motor and able to remove without power interruption to
minimize downtime during replacement or maintenance.
2. Microprocessor based controller
The rack cooling unit is controlled by 16-Bit microprocessor with colour touch
screen which able to presents system information, allows all parameters to be
viewed and configured. It features operational status in numerical and real time
temperature graph.
A smart key is supplied to software backup of the control strategy by simple plug in
feature and allow transfer of software program from key to microprocessor and
vice versa.
3. Temperature / humidity sensor
Unit mounted temperature and humidity sensor at the inlet side in order to provide
real time heat load. Each EC fan equipped together with independent
temperature sensor to monitor the heat load from different position of the rack or
heat source. The reading of the sensor is analyzed by controller and direct
feedback to the cooling unit to optimize the amount of cooling and airflow required
and thus increase energy efficiency.
4. Service Access
All service and maintenance is performed through the front and rear of the unit;
including any component removal. No side access is required. All electrical and
piping connections are made through the top / bottom of the unit.
5. Oil Separator (Optional features for DX Type)
This component is fitted in the discharge line and used to separate the oil from
unit’s refrigerant. The separated oil is then fed back into the suction line to ensure
adequate amounts return to compressor. Main purpose of fitted to ensure higher
than usual level of circulatory oil stay within the unit, and are not lost to external
pipework causing damage to the compressor.
6. Chilled water 2 way modulating valve (Optional features)
A 0-10VDC chilled water 2 way regulating valve is used to govern the chilled water
passing through the coil when there is a demand for cooling. The controller
manages the valve actuator movement by transmitting appropriate voltage to the
actuator after temperature analyze.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
This unit includes: A motor; a blower with belt drive; a humidifier (optional), reheat
elements; a control package; chilled-water coil or DX evaporator coil with compressor
and expansion valve.
TRANSPORTATION DAMAGE
Your VISIONTEC unit has been tested and inspected prior to shipment. To ensure that
the unit has been received in excellent condition, perform a visual inspection of the outer
crating immediately upon delivery, and note any external damage on the freight carrier's
delivery forms. As soon as possible, inspect the unit itself for possible internal damage.
File a claim with the shipping company if the shipment is damaged or incomplete. Freight
damage claims are the responsibility of the Purchaser.

RIGGING
Move the unit in an upright position to the
installation site.
It is recommended that the unit be protected
from damage to the decorative doors during
any construction storage or moving. Removal
of the decorative doors is easily accomplished
and may be used as an alternative during
moving. The shipping skid should be left in
place if the unit is being moved with a forklift. If
the unit is to be lifted, spreader bars must be
used to prevent damage to the decorative
panels.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled Installation Introductions
POSITIONING
Consult local building codes and the national electrical code for special installation
requirements. When installing the unit, allow sufficient space for air-flow clearance,
wiring and servicing of the unit. VISIONTEC rack cooling unit requires space at the front
and rear of the unit for maintenance purposes which illustrated in below diagram.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
CHILLED WATER PIPING
The chilled water coil is factory pressure tested to 350psi maximum operating pressure is
220psi. The chilled water pipework external to the unit is required to be pressure tested to
ensure water tightness.
CONDENSATE – DRAIN PIPING
A factory installed drain connection is provided on each unit for condensate removal. It is
recommended that unions be installed in the drain line to permit ready disconnection
from the unit for easy cleaning. Where local codes permit, PVC pipe may be used for
drain lines. It is important that the drain line be installed with sufficient slope to permit
easy draining. A trap should be built into the drain line to prevent backflow of air into the
unit, drain lines should have a pitch, away from the unit, of not less than 1/2 inch for each
10 feet of run. Do not reduce the size of the drain line.
On some applications, in which a floor sink or other means of condensate disposal is not
available, a condensate pump of adequate size must be used. There are several types of
small pumps available, equipped with built-in floats for automatic condensate removal.
The correct choice of pump depends greatly on the pressure head (vertical rise) that the
pump must overcome. In some instances, in which the head is higher than the
pump-head capacity, two pumps piped in series may be necessary. A check valve must
be installed at the discharge side of all condensate pumps to reduce short cycling.
HUMIDIFIER PIPING
The standard humidifier supplied by VISIONTEC is a steam generator type isolation
valves must be provided at both indoor and outdoor units outside the air conditioner for
future disconnection and service. In addition, an in-line water-pressure regulator and a
strainer should be installed in the makeup waterline. Water pressure should be set
between 15 and 100 PSI [103kPa and 689kPa].
SYSTEM PRESSURE STRENGTH TEST (LEAK TESTING)
The system must be pressure tested to ensure that the pipework is installed satisfactory.
Nitrogen (Oxygen free) should only be used. System Pressure Test is the pressure
applied to a refrigeration system for its integral strength and it is usually defined as
maximum working pressure (MWP) x factor of 1.43.
The pressure test ideally should be carried out for a period of one hour.
Low pressure transducers and switches must be removed whilst the high pressure
strength test is carried out. Before carrying out the pressure test, precautions shall be
taken to evacuate all personnel from the area of risk and post notices advising that the
system or equipment is under pressure. The test pressure in the system should be held
for at least one hour. A longer period maybe appropriate for larger systems or a fall in
pressure due to leaks may not be detected. Any fall in pressure indicates a leak which
should be traced.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
EVACUATION
Evacuation for systems operating on refrigerant should be carried out as follows
1. The procedure should be carried out using a high vacuum pump. The pump should be
connected to the high and low pressure sides of the system via a gauge manifold
fitted with compound gauges. A high vacuum gauge should be fitted to the system at
the furthest point from the vacuum pump.
2. Triple evacuation should be used to ensure that all contaminants are removed or at
least reduced to significantly low proportions.
3. The procedure should be carried out using a high vacuum pump. The pump should be
connected to the high and low pressure sides of the system via a gauge manifold
fitted with compound gauges. A high vacuum gauge should be fitted to the system at
the furthest point from the vacuum pump.
4. Triple evacuation should be used to ensure that all contaminants are removed or at
least reduced to significantly low proportions.
5. The vacuum pump should be operated until a pressure of 250 micron 1.5 Torr (200
Pa) absolute pressure is reached, at which time the vacuum pump should be stopped
and the vacuum broken with oxygen free nitrogen until the pressure rises above zero.
6. The above operation should be repeated a second time.
7. The system should then be evacuated a third time but this time to 500 micron
(absolute pressure and broken with the correct refrigerant, until pressures equalize
between the charging bottle and the system.
The Compressor is supplied with oil for up to approximately 20m of interconnecting
pipework. The Compressor oil sight glass (where fitted) should indicate a level of
between 1/3 and 2/3 to ensure current operation.
Run the compressor for a minimum of ONE hour to check oil return and motor function.
For tandem or multiple compressor system, checks should be performed in part load
operation.
1. Use a temperature metering device on each circuit
2. Check operation and superheat readings are within acceptable limits
3. Check suction and discharge pressure are within acceptable limits
4. Check there is NO foaming in the compressor sight glass. This would indicate the
presence of liquid returning to the compressor
5. Check sight glass following commissioning and top up oil if level has fallen below
minimum
6. If oil has been added to allow for long pipe runs, large number of oil traps and the level
in the compressors keep decreasing; the oil return in the system is insufficient. A
pipework design check is required.
7. For application with pipework exceed of 20m, or long vertical runs, ensure good oil
return with sufficient oil to the system.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
REMOTE AIR COOLED CONDENSER INSTALLATION
Rigging:
Move the unit to the installation location using a crane or fork lift. Each fan section has
heavy steel leg supports with lifting holes at the top. Do not lift with a choke sling around
the unit. Spreader bars are recommended for lifting multiple fan units. Under no
circumstances should the coil headers or piping be used for lifting or moving the unit.
Locating the Unit:
The remote heat exchangers must be located in an area that will ensure free air flow into
and out of the unit. The unit should not be placed closer than 36 inches [914mm] from any
wall or other obstruction. When two or more units are used in the same area, space them
apart by a minimum of 48 inches [1219mm]. When the unit is mounted horizontally,
ensure the liquid header outlet is located at bottom position.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled Installation Introductions
AIR COOLED CHARGING PROCEDURE
1. Connect the refrigerant drum to the low side (suction service valve) and charge with
vapor. Charge approximately three Lbs. per nominal ton. An easy way to run the
blower and compressor is to turn on the blower and compressor manual override
switches. All safety switches remain operational and all automatic control will be
discontinued.
2. Start the unit. Observe the liquid sight glass indicator to check approximate charge for
a normal refrigeration cycle. Bubbles in the sight glass can be caused by flashing due
to excessive pressure drop from liquid-line piping, low sub cooling or low charge.
3. Adjust refrigerant until the sight glass is cleared or exhibits only a slight number of
bubbles with sub cooling of approximately 8-10 degrees.
4. After the unit has stabilized, check the superheat temperature at the compressor
suction line at least 6 inches [152mm] away from the compressor.
5. Check the crankcase (oil) temperature at the bottom of the compressor. (If fitted). The
oil temperature must be at least 35°F [1.7°C] higher than the saturated suction
temperature at all times. Smaller temperature difference indicates either that the
system is overcharged or that the superheat is set too low, allowing liquid refrigerant
to return to the compressor. Liquid return may result in compressor failures.
REFRIGERANT PIPING
The interconnecting lines to the remote air-cooled condenser must be installed by a
qualified refrigeration mechanic.
To ensure adequate oil return to the compressor, use the following recommendations:
Approximate discharge and liquid-line sizing UP to 200 equivalent feet 61 meter': (See
table 1)
1. Standard piping practice must be used to ensure oil return and to minimize pressure
drops.
2. Piping sizes listed are for runs up to 200 equivalent feet [61 meter]. Qualified
refrigeration installers may reduce the piping sizes for runs less than 200 equivalent
feet [61 meter].
3. Discharge lines must be trapped at the bottom, the top and every 20 feet of vertical
rise.
4. Discharge check valves are recommended on long pipe runs or in cold climates (not
on drawing).
5. Piping located in the VISIONTEC unit will not match the above sizes.
6. Discharge line: Recommended pressure drop should be less than 6 psi. The pipe
shall be sized to ensure minimum gas velocity for proper oil return is 1000 FPM.
7. Liquid line: Recommended pressure drop should be between < 4 psi. Liquid line
velocity from the condenser to the expansion valve should be between 200 and 300
FPM. For more information on pipe sizing, refer to ASHRAE standards or other
common practice trade publications. The information herein should be used as a
guideline.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
CAPACITY
(KW)

MODEL

50 Equivalent Feet 100 Equivalent Feet 150 Equivalent Feet 200 Equivalent Feet
[15 meter]
[31 Meter]
[46 meter]
[61 meter]
Hot Gas

Liquid

Hot Gas

Liquid

Hot Gas

Liquid

Hot Gas

Liquid

HDRCA-10-AC

10

5/8

7/8

7/8

1 1/8

1

1 1/8

1

1 1/8

HDRCA-20-AC
HDRCA-30-AC

20
30

7/8
1 1/8

1 1/8
1 3/8

1 1/8
1 1/8

1 3/8
1 3/8

1 1/8
1 1/8

1 3/8
1 3/8

1 1/8
1 1/2

1 3/8
1 5/8

TABLE 1

Recommended Pipe Size for VISIONTEC Air Cooled Type Rack Cooling Unit

Caution
Excessive pressure loss in interconnecting pipe works will impair system performance;
this should be factored in during the design of the system and where necessary oil
separators employed.
Excessive pressure drop in liquid lines can cause poor refrigerant distribution to expansion
devices and can cause malfunction of the system (especially with condensers lower than
the evaporator)
REFRIGERANT PIPE INSTALLATION GUIDE
1. For long vertical rises in both liquid and discharge lines, it is essential that oil traps
are located every 6m (amend drawings) to ensure proper oil movement /
entrapment. In addition there should be an oil trap at the exit of the precision air
conditioning unit before a vertical riser is applied.
2. The table below identifies the maximum distance between pipe supports on
vertical and horizontal pipe runs.

All extended pipe works are not necessary to be insulated, due to piping
are considered ‘hot pipe’. This is because compressors are located in
the indoor unit
3. It is a good practice to ensure a slight gradient toward the compressor in the
direction of the refrigerant flow for suction line running horizontal. This assists oil
return to the compressor. A gradient of approximately 1:200 (0.5%) shall be used
4. If the system is configured with the indoor unit higher than the condenser unit, it
may be required to increase the degree of sub-cooling to prevent flashing gas.
This flashing is caused by excess pressure drop caused by the static head of
refrigerant and can cause poor operation of the evaporator and metering device.
Careful pipe sizing is recommended to ensure that the liquid does not
form gas due to excess pressure drop.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
Increasing the liquid line size minimizes pipe friction and flashing due to
friction pressure drop. However as a failsafe, it is recommended that the
condenser is installed above the indoor unit to allow for correct liquid drain
5. The liquid line of the system must be insulated if passing through extremely warm
places (boiler houses etc). Ensuring that the refrigerant does not become flash
gas.

Refrigerant Charging Guide
The following information can be used to estimate the refrigerant quantity required in a typical split system
installation (The distance of indoor-outdoor unit: 15m)

Model

Refrigerant Charge / Unit (kg)
R407c
R410a

HDRCA-10-AC
HDRCA-20-AC
HDRCA-30-AC

LIQUID LINE REFRIGERANT CHARGING GUIDE
The following information shows the refrigerant charge / metre for the liquid line by assuming the liquid
line temperature of 40ºC.

Liquid Line Size
3 /8”
1 /2”
5 /8”
3 /4”
7 /8”
1 1/8”
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Refrigerant Charge / metre (kg/m)
R407c
R410a
0.063
0.050
0.117
0.094
0.187
0.150
0.279
0.224
0.388
0.312
0.650
0.522
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REGRIGERANT CHARGING TO COMPRESSOR
(a) Charge as much as possible into Liquid Line.
(b) Do NOT by-pass the module or LP Switch.
(c) Start the compressor
(d) Top off by bleeding (Slowly Charging) liquid into suction.
(e) Stop when required amount is charged.
WARNING
Charging using pressure is NOT safe for the compressor
Charging using Current is NOT safe for the compressor
Charging using Superheat and Subcooling is recommended if done correctly
APPLICATION ENVELOPE

Summit Operating Envelope (R22, R407C, R410A)
( C)
-34.4

-28.9

-23.3

-17.8

-12.2

-1.1

-6.7

4.4

10

15.6

21.1

160

65.6

Condensing Temp. (°F)

150

60.6

140

54.4

130

( C)
48.9

120

110

43.3

100

37.8

32.2

90

80

26.7

70

21.1
-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

Evaporating Temp. (°F)
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
METHOD TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE OF LIQUID SUB COOLING TO PREVENT
THE FLASHING OF LIQUID REFRIGERANT
Given the following as an example:
· Refrigerant R410A
· Condensing temperature (54.4°C)
· Liquid lift 20m
· Piping friction loss 0.21 bar
· Losses through valves and fittings 0.5 Bar
1. Determine the pressure drop due to pipe friction = 0.21 Bar
2. Pressure drop due to valves and fittings = 0.5 Bar
3. Pressure loss due to liquid lift = height x 0.115 = 20 x 0.115
= 2.3 bar
Note: At normal liquid temperatures the static pressure loss due to elevation at the
top of a liquid lift 0.115 bar/m
Thus, total pressure loss in liquid line = 3.01bar
Condensing pressure @ Condensing temperature (54.4°C) =34 Bar
Total pressure loss in liquid line = 3.01 Bar
Nett pressure at Expansion valve = 34 - 3.01 = 30.99 bar
Saturation temperature at the Nett pressure at expansion valve (30.99 bar) = 52°C
(From Refrigerant tables)
Sub cooling required
= Condensing temperature — Saturation temperature at the Nett pressure at expansion
valve
= 54.4 - 52 = 2.4 °C
Therefore liquid sub cooling required to prevent liquid flashing is 2.4 °C
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Air Cooled and Chilled Water Installation Introductions
METHOD TO CHECK THE SUCTION SUPERHEAT
(a) Measure Suction Line Pressure
(b) Convert Pressure to Temperature

A = Saturated Suction Pressure

(c) Measure Suction Line Temperature

B

(d) Superheat B – A should be above 5°C
Examples
Pressure = 60PSIG
Convert to Temperature = 1°C = A
Suction Line Temperature = 10°C = B
Superheat is B – A = 10 – 1 = 9°C
This superheat level would be GOOD.
METHOD TO CHECK THE LIQUID SUBCOOLING

(a) Measure Liquid Line Pressure
(b) Convert Pressure to Temperature

A

(c) Measure Liquid Line Temperature

B

(d) Sub cooling A – B should be about 3°C
Examples
Pressure = 270PSIG
Convert to Temperature = 50°C = A
Liquid Line Temperature = 42°C = B
Subcooling is A – B = 50 – 42 = 8°C
Too high indicating some overcharge.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
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HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE PROTECTION
High Pressure (HP) safety switch is required to shut down the compressor
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Parts Commissioning
HUMIDIFIER
Humidification is provided by an electrode boiler. The sealed humidifier design ensures
that only clean sterile steam is supplied to the conditioned area and corrosive salts and
minerals are held in the disposable bottle. The steam is distributed through a spurge pipe
fitted to the coil assembly.
The cylinder operating life time is automatically optimized via the integrated water
conductivity sensor, which combined with the controls monitors and regulates the water
refill cycle to reduce excessive salt deposits and the progressive wear of the cylinder.

1. Initially the humidifier cylinder will be empty. The cylinder will then fill with water from
the tundish until sufficient current is passed between the electrodes, at which point the
feed solenoid valve will close.
2. During the start up phase, the current will remain low until either;
• There is a sufficient concentration of conductive salts built up within the bottle
Or
• The immersion level of the electrodes is enough to pass the required current.
As a guide, 1 amp of current passed between the electrodes will generate
approximately 1kg/hr of steam.
3. It is important to have the correct bottle conductivity range selected in the controller.
Mismatched information may cause the humidifier to malfunction.

Once this current value is exceeded with a cylinder in normal operation, the drain
solenoid energizes to allow the high salt content water to drain. During this process
the power supply to the bottle is cut.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Parts Commissioning
After this pre-set time the drain solenoid will close and the feed valve will open until
the correct water operating level is reached. The water being below its boiling point
will then re-heat and continue to produce steam at the correct output.
As the electrodes become scaled the electronic sensing device allows the
conductivity (mineral content of the water in the cylinder) to gradually rise keeping
the current reasonably static at the desired value.
Once the electrodes become badly corroded or there is sufficient build up of scale,
an alarm (bottle change) will be initiated to the microprocessor necessitating a
bottle change. When this has been carried out the initial start-up sequence is
repeated and normal running resumed.
CONDENSATE PUMP
Prior to unit start up the condensate pump reservoir should be slowly filled with clean tap
water, until the pump activates. Keep filling the pump and check that the discharge is
properly pumping through. This will prime the system for normal operation.
PRESSURE TEST
Ensure that the system has been pressure tested for pipework soundness and leaks. This
not only ensures a correctly operating system but also reduces potential leaks in the
future.
TRIPLE EVACUATION
A good evacuated system will reduce the potential of breakdown. Any moisture within
refrigeration systems can affect the oil within the unit, causing acid to form. If the triple
evacuation is proving to be difficult, where the evacuation levels keep changing try
changing the liquid line filter drier. Filter driers can trap and then release moisture back
into the system.
FILTER CHANGE SWITCH
Ensure that the filter change switch is operating. Check that at reduced air volume
(dehumidification) the filter alarm does not cause nuisance alarms. If the air flow failure
switch is not set up in dehumidification mode (reduced air volume) nuisance alarms can
be generated.
SUPER HEAT / SUB COOLING
Record the superheat and sub cooling readings, typically 5-10°C superheat and 10-20°C
sub cooling.
Superheat protects the compressor from liquid flood back and the amount of sub
cooling ensures enough liquid refrigerants to enter the expansion device.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Parts Commissioning
Long pipe runs may require additional sub cooling to overcome the pressure drop of
these lines. This could cause the unit to operate at a reduced capacity.
SIGHT GLASS
Check the condition of the sight glass. The sight glass is used to indicate
1. the condition of the refrigerant in the system
2. lack of sub-cooling
3. refrigerant deficiency
4. Moisture content of the refrigerant.
Be aware that Polyolester (POE) oil for HFC refrigerants reacts with
moisture in a hydrolysis generating acid. Polyolvinyl ether (PVE) oil
does not have the same problem with acid but still requires good
refrigeration practice.
COMPRESSOR OIL LEVEL (Full and Part Load)
Check the compressor oil level at full load. (Record oil level). The oil level should be
checked after 1 hour of operation and must be between 1/3 rd and 2/3 rd.

Additional oil to refrigeration systems is extremely critical. Too much can be as crucial as
too little.
A compressors oil charge will migrate to other parts of the system and may be unable to
return, depending on pipework design. The velocity of the refrigerant in the pipework may
be reduced causing the oil not to return.
As a guideline around 2% of a system refrigerant charge is required as the oil quantity.
The oil in a system will coat all internal components (pipework and oil traps) making the
need for additional oil in the compressor.
Poor superheat control (liquid flood back) can also wash oil out of a compressor so the
importance of correct installation / commissioning is paramount.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Controlled and Display Panel
CONTROLLER & DISPLAY PANEL
VISIONTEC Controller
VISIONTEC controllers use a 16-bit microprocessor and up to 4 Mbytes of memory to
ensure high performance in terms of speed and memory space. The VISIONTEC
controllers also come in different sizes according to the number of inputs and outputs so
as to always offer the best cost/performance ratio. Given the increasing demand for
integration, the VISIONTEC controller can communicate using some of the most
commonly-used communication serial standards, and with the addition of optional boards
can be integrated into the most widely available BMS systems.
VISIONTEC Colour Touch Screen Display Panel
SMT-D3 colour touch screen display panel is featuring a 5.7” touch screen display with 1/4
VGA resolution, and a 32-bit microprocessor that allows the management of complex
graphic images up to 320 x 240 pixels in size and with up to 256 colours, various animated
icons, non-proportional fonts in Unicode format, trend graphs of alarms, temperature,
humidity and etc.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
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VISIONTEC Colour Touch Screen Terminal
Display Panel
USER INTERFACE
The VISIONTEC terminal display panel has 7
physical keys. Following are the functions of
each key:
Keys

Press/touch
“Right” or
“Left” key to
view other unit working status, analogue
readings and digital input status.

Description
-

Increases value of set point

-

To confirm changes of set points

-

Decreases value of set point

-

Return input status screen

-

To view alarms

-

Return to authorization screen

-

Return to main menu screen

The main menu of the VISIONTEC display
panel is as below:

The trend graph of room temperature and
humidity are shown at last screen of “Input
Status”.
Touch on “Main Menu” key to return back to
main menu.
OUTPUT STATUS
Touch
“Output Status” key to view the unit
digital output status. The display is showing
data as following:

STATUS & READINGS
Touch
“Input Status” key to view the unit
working status, readings, digital status and
trend graph. The display is showing data as
following:
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Press/touch
“Right” or
“Left” key to
view other unit digital output status.
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COMPRESSOR STATUS

ALARM HISTORY

Touch
“Compressor Status” key to view
unit operating hours.

Touch
“Alarm History” key to view the unit
alarm history. The alarm history is shown as
below.

The following screen is displayed.

CLOCK & TIME ZONE

Press/touch
“Right” or
view other alarm history.

Touch
“Clock” key to view real time clock
and time zone settings.

AUTHORIZATION

The display is showing data as following:

“Left” key to

Touch
“LOGIN” key to enter your
authorization password.
The following screen is shown:

Press/touch
“Right” or
view time zone settings.

“Left” key to
Key in your authorization password and touch
“ENTER” key. If your “User” password is valid,
the following display will be shown:
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Controlled and Display Panel
After acknowledge the alarm, press
“Alarm” key again to reset the alarm.

USER SETPOINT
Touch
“User” key to change room
temperature or humidity setpoints. The
following display is shown:

To alter any of the set point, you must log in as
“User” or above. Check “Authorization” for
login procedures.

If the abnormal condition has been resolved
and no more alarm, the following screen will
be shown:

UNIT ON/OFF
“On/Off Status” key to start or
Touch the
stop the unit.

ALARM ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
When there is an alarm, the red Alarm LED will
be blinking and buzzer will on as below:

or
to view other unit
Press or touch
working status, analogue readings and digital
input status.
To view the active alarm, press
key once.
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“Alarm”
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Maintenance
Maintenance for Indoor Unit
Period

Indoor Unit

3 months General
Check condition of filters – replace as necessary
Check condensate drain is free from dirt or obstructions. Check water runs away
freely
Check humidifier operation and that the drain and bottle are both free from
significant debris / scale

Refrigerant Circuits
a. Check the suction and discharge pressures using a service gauge manifold and
correct it if found incorrect.
b. Check that the high and low pressure switches are cutting out the compressors at
the correct settings.
c. Ensure the fan head pressure controller is function well.
d. The gauges can then be removed from the system. Do not forget to replace the
security caps on the Schrader valves.
e. Check the compressor oil sight glass (if fitted) for correct oil level.

6 months As 3 months plus the following:
Check and clean condensate pump reservoir and float switches. Unscrew the
pump lid and check the pump reservoir for debris or residue, clean out with clean
tap water. DO NOT USE DETERGENT.
Check the 2.5mm purging hole in the impeller casing is clear and free of debris,
to clear use a narrow implement (2.5mm drill bit) to clear the blockage
Check the float switches are free running, if not, clean the shafts with a damp
cloth

9 months As 3 months plus the following:
Check all electrical connection for tightness
Check all refrigeration connections with leak detector
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Maintenance
Maintenance for Outdoor Condenser Unit
General
Examine the fan and motor assemblies for lateral and end play in the bearings
Ensure that no water is entering the motor via the electrical g land plate
Check fan blades for damage and corrosion

Refrigerant Circuits
a. Visually examine pipeworks and components for damage, wear and tear and oil patches, the
latter being indicative of a system leak.
b. Ensure that the fan head pressure controller is controlling the head pressure at the desired
setting.
c. Clean the condenser coil with a stiff bristled hand brush. If dirt has accumulated over a long
period of the coil is greasy or sticky, then it may be necessary to use a water hose or chemical
pressure hose. Take care not to damage the fins and combs out if they have become damaged in
any way
For epoxy coated coils use a suitable cleaning fluid and soft bristle brush
Do not use steam for cleaning condenser coils otherwise damage or danger may result
from excessive internal pressures.
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting for Indoor Unit
FAULT
Compressor not
operating

POSSIBLE CAUSE
No power to compressor

REMEDY/ACTION
Check isolator, fuses, MCBs, contactor and
control circuit wiring.

Seized compressor, possibly
Replace compressor-investigate oil trapping
due to lack of oil, broken valve. and general installation
Defective compressor motor.

Check winding resistance- replace
compressor. If burnt out follow burnt out
procedure using suction line burn-out drier.

Compressor phase loss.

Check 3 phase supply to compressor

Klixon out does not reset

Sometimes it takes up to 4 hours to reset.
Replace compressor if necessary

Low pressure switch operated Repair leak and recharge system- if
(large or complete loss of completely out evacuate before charging.
refrigerant charge)
Noisy compressor

Head pressure too high

Lack of oil

Repair leaks if any, add oil if required but not
too much
Remember too much is as bad as too
little. Investigate pipe system and
trapping.
Best method to pump down to see if oil can
be encouraged back. If no oil still, drain
compressor and measure in correct quantity.

Expansion valve stuck in open
position (abnormally cold
suction line)

Ensure bulb is tight on suction and superheat
is correct (normally 5 to 6°C)
Replace power assembly or valve as
necessary.

Damaged or worm compressor
bearing (excessive knocking)

Replace compressor.

Condenser coil clogged or Clean condenser oil.
dirty
Air or other non- condensable Evacuate system and re-charge with new
gas in system
refrigerant.
Overcharge of refrigerant
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Always install new drier before evacuating.
Reclaim excess refrigerant from system
(liquid only).
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Troubleshooting
Fan not operating inefficiently
Head pressure too low

Check motor-if faulty-replace

Fan operating too fast in low Check fan speed controller adjustment- if
ambient conditions.
faulty- replace

Compressor
short Dirty filters
cycles or LP cut-out
Dirty or icing
operated
(reduced airflow)

Replace
evaporator Defrost and/or clean. Check gas charge and
expansion valve.

Lack of refrigerant (bubbles in Check for leaks- repair and recharge system
sight glass only as indication)
Clogged filter drier (pressure/ Replace
temperature drop across it)
Condenser fan running at full Check fan speed controller setting- if
speed in winter (full airflow)
faulty-replace
Start up problems in very low Check for low suction pressures on start up
ambient.
and fir a low ambient start kit if required, or
check operation of system if already fitted.
Suction pressure too Low evaporator
low

Depending on model:
Check fan motor speed set point

Flash gas(bubbles in sight
glass) at expansion valve.

Investigate for refrigerant leaks, repair and
recharge system.

Clogged filter drier (pressure / Inspect, clean or replace.
temperature drop across it).
Suction throttle valve closed

Check that the STV operates correctly and it
not stuck shut.

Condenser fan not Motor/fan assembly jammed
operating- power on

Isolate until check free rotation of motor/ fan
assembly. If faulty- replace

Fault at motor terminal box Carry out continuity check at terminals
supply terminals
“TK’’ in motor terminal bearings. If tripped
and motor cold-replace motor.
Power supply failure

Check power supply at circuit breaker.

Wiring motor

Check voltage at motor terminals

Faulty
motor
capacitor

windings/ Motor humming would indicate fault in
motor or capacitor.

Minimum speed set too low
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Adjust head pressure controller to suit
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Troubleshooting
Faulty pressure sensor

Check electrical connections are secure at
controller and pressure sensor. Replace
controller and sensor (as they are matched
sets).

Link wires “line” and “load” to bypass
controller.
If motor runs full speed- replace unit.
Condenser fan runs too High ambient condition or Check installation against design.
excessive recirculation of air
fast
around condenser coil.
Faulty controller

Condenser
only slowly
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Minimum set speed setting Adjust as necessary.
fans runs incorrect
Incorrect pressure setting

Adjust sensor crew as necessary

Faulty fan speed controller

Replace controller and sensor (as they are
matched sets)

Faulty pressure sensor

Replace controller and sensor (as they are
matched sets)

Motor wired incorrectly

Check against wiring diagram- correct as
required

Motor/ capacitor faulty

Replace.
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Troubleshooting for Matched Outdoor Unit
FAULT

POSSIBLE CAUSE

REMEDY/ACTION

Unit will not start

No power

Check power supply to the controller

Wired incorrectly

Check wire connections in accordance
with wiring diagram on control box
lid.

Head pressure too high

Head pressure too low

Condenser fan not
operating- power on
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Looses wires

Check all wires, connections,
terminals etc.

Condenser coil clogged or dirty

Clean condenser

Overcharge of refrigerant, normally
troublesome in warm water

Reclaim excess refrigerant from
system

Air or other non-condensable gas in
system

Evacuate system and re-charge with
new refrigerant

Head pressure controller faulty

Refer to indoor unit

Fan not operating or operating
inefficiently

Refer to indoor unit

Fan operating too fast in low ambient
conditions

Refer to indoor unit

Power supply failure

Check power supply at circuit breaker

Power supply failure

Check power supply at circuit breaker

Wiring to motor

Check voltage at motor terminals

Motor internal overheat protector

Carry out continuity check at
terminals “TK” in motor terminal box,
if tripped and motor hot- check
bearings, if tripped and motor cold –
replace motor

Faulty motor windings /capacitor

Motor humming would indicate fault
in motor or capacitor, check windings
and if OK replace capacitor

Minimum speed set too low

Refer to indoor unit

Faulty pressure sensor

Check electrical connections are
secure at controller and pressure
sensor, replace controller and sensor
(as they are matched sets)

Faulty fan speed controller

Refer to indoor unit
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VISIONTEC Rack Cooling Unit
Troubleshooting
Condenser fan runs too High ambient condition or excessive Check installation against design
recirculation of air around condenser
fast
coil
Minimum set speed setting incorrect

Adjust as necessary

Incorrect pressure sensor setting

Adjust sensor screw as necessary

Faulty fan speed controller

Refer to indoor unit

Faulty pressure sensor

Refer to indoor unit

Condenser fans runs Incorrect pressure setting
only slowly
Faulty fan speed controller
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Adjust sensor screw as necessary
Refer to indoor unit

Faulty pressure sensor

Refer to indoor unit

Motor/capacity faulty

Replace
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Customer Services
For further assistance, please e-mail: info@pavision.com.my

Service and Maintenance is attended/ supported by a term of experience and
qualified team of technician/engineers. The support is structured to three levels to
ensure up most attention to customer:1st Level support contact no.:

Office +603-7783 6512 / 6511

2nd Level support contact no.: H/P

+6012-276 1807
+6012-273 1807

3rd Level support contact no.: H/P

+6012-777 1807
+6012-233 1807
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